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[Figure 1] Natural-Manmade System (PTS) of the Dzhidinskii Ore Field [p. 50]
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[Figure 1] - Natural-Manmade System (PTS)
of the Dzhidinskii Ore Field

boundary of the PTS;
city of Zakamensk;
deposits of Mo, W, Au;
ore development of Au, Mo, Hg, Pb;
Quarry of the Pervomaiskii and Inkurskii deposits and slag heaps of exposed rock;
Kholtoson mine and its slag heaps;
factories: crushing…I), enrichment…II);
manmade sands:
(1)"old stale sands",
(2) "sludge-pond",
(3) proluvial-deltaic trains;
9 - sludge-pond dam;
10 - drainage ditch for emergency releases;
11 - pulp-pipes;
12 - poisoned water-flows;
13 - roads for transporting ores to enrichment factories;
14 - valley bottoms after clearing of alluvial deposits;
15 - lands on which heavy excavation occurred (drifts/adits, mines);
16 - lands on which light excavation occurred (ditches, test mines/bore pits);
17 - watershed demarcations
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Figure 2 - Demarcation of territory of Zakamensk along lines of the progression of selfcleansing and pollution. [p. 51]
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Figure 2 - Demarcation of territory of Zakamensk along lines of the progression of selfcleansing and pollution.
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[Dark Green] Contaminated zone

[Light Green] Zone tending toward
[Orange] Settled = residential) territory
contamination
[Black] - Watershed lines [Blue] – Rivers
[Red] -Relief

Map compiled by R.I. Yatsenko, P.U. Khodanovich using materials of the Gudzhirskii GRP
PGO "Buryatgeology"
Legend [Below Image]

[Red Polygons] Alluvial fan of temporary water flows
[large black arrows] Planar drift of mechanical and chemical substances
™™Linear drift of mechanical and
¸ Drift of substances by
chemical substances along eroded ravines solifluctional movement of
and channels of temporary water flows. sediments
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Massifs of manmade sands and silts
enriched by Pb, Zn, Be, Li, F and other
elements


Translocational views of dispersal
of contaminants by wind activity
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Figure 3 - Assessment of magnitude of general mineralization in the snow cover in
Zakamensk.
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Figure 3 - Assessment of magnitude of general mineralization in the snow cover in
Zakamensk.
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Map compiled from material of V.I. Kuzmin
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Figure 4 - Types of snow water in the territory of Zakamensk
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Figure 4 - Types of snow water in the territory of Zakamensk
[Pink] Hydrocarbonate-sulfate-calciumammonia(M=5-14 mg/l)

Legend

[Green] Sulfate-hydrocarbonate-calciumammonia(M=13-19 mg/l)

[Grey] Sulfate-hydrocarbonate-calciummagnesium(M=18-50mg/l)

[Light Blue] Hydrocarbonate-sulfate-calciumammonia(M=6-19mg/l)
[Red] Chloride-hydrocarbonate-calcium
ammonia(M=4mg/l)

[Right Column]

[Yellow] Settled territory
[Red lines] Relief
[Blue lines] Rivers
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[Light Green] hydrocarbonat-nitrate calcium-ammonia
(M=14mg/l)
[Yellow] hydrocarbonate-nitratecalcium-ammonia
(M=4mg/l)
[Light Blue] Sulfate-nitrate-calciumammonia(M=29mg/l)

[Dark Green] Chloride-nitrate-am
monia-sodaic(M=160mg/
[Brown] Sulfate-chloride-calciumsodaic (M=2mg/l)

Figure 5 - Fields of dispersion of contaminating substances in the vicinity of Zakamensk
(Dust from the slag-heaps of the Dzhidinskii tungsten-molybdenum complex)
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Figure 5 - Fields of dispersion of contaminating substances in the vicinity of Zakamensk
(Dust from the slag-heaps of the Dzhidinskii tungsten-molybdenum complex)
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[Pink] Shrubbery
undergrowth

Figure 6 - Fields of dispersion of contaminating substances in the vicinity of Zakamensk.
(Dust from the slag-heaps of the Dzhidinskii tungsten-molybdenum complex)
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Figure 6 - Fields of dispersion of contaminating substances in the vicinity of Zakamensk.
(Dust from the slag-heaps of the Dzhidinskii tungsten-molybdenum complex)
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Figure 7 - Contaminant concentrations in the Modonkul' river valley caused by
man-made tailings
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Figure 7 - Contaminant concentrations in the Modonkul' river valley caused by
man-made tailings
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Drawing 8 - Prognosis of contamination of territory of Zakamensk by
enrichment tailings.
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Figure 8 - Prognosis of contamination of territory of Zakamensk by
enrichment tailings.
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Figure 9 - Stray flux of manmade sands according to their radioactivity
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Figure 9 - Stray flux of manmade sands according to their radioactivity
Key to radioactive field contour lines
(micro-roentgens/hr)
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Results from the AGSM survey, Yu.N. Voronov (1990)
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Figure 10 - Map of medical-ecological zoning of city of Zakamensk according to the ratio of
Cu:Mo
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Figure 10 - Map of medical-ecological zoning of city of Zakamensk according to the ratio of
Cu:Mo
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